Business Analyst & Data Specialist
Who: Business Analyst & Data Specialist
What: Someone with experience working in data and analytical roles who is not only naturally
smart and intelligent, but who is also an excellent story teller that can put together multiple
puzzle pieces for management.
Where: 9264 Manchester Rd. St. Louis, MO 63144
When: Looking to hire this Winter. Role is Monday – Friday with flexible Friday’s.
Why: A great company to work at for the rest of your career. We are family owned and
operated and are extremely employee focused. We look to hire people for the long-term and
have virtually no turnover. We offer good pay, full benefits for you and your family, profit
sharing, and an annual bonus. While we work hard and do good work, we still believe that
family is always first.

Our Story and Needs
Forest Products Supply is the leading Midwest wholesale distribution business in the building material
industry. We buy and warehouse material from all over the world and re-package and truck it out to our
customers throughout the Midwest. We provide the core materials that go into single-family, multifamily, commercial, and industrial construction, and you can see the result of your work on a daily basis
as we have a hand in most new construction in the area. We have seven distribution centers
throughout the Midwest and cover 15 states.
With over 4,000 customers, 10,000 SKU’s, 100,000 annual transactions, $70,000,000 in inventory, and
$600,000,000 in sales, we have a lot of critical business data that needs to be prepared, analyzed, and
understood. We’re looking for someone that is naturally sharp who can help us make better business
decisions related to purchasing, inventory, pricing, marketing, and overall operations.
This individual will work closely with the executive team and be tasked with critical projects that will
have a significant financial impact to the company. Additionally, this individual will be challenged to be
proactive and think critically to bring insights and ideas forward on their own. Business acumen,
storytelling, and leadership are the most important intangible qualities for this role.
We are looking for someone with experience working in a similar role. While experience is important,
cultural fit, attitude, and ability to learn are the characteristics we’re truly looking for. Our ideal
candidate would be someone who can quickly learn, assimilate with the team, and treat this like it’s
their own business.
Forest Products Supply
9264 Manchester Rd. – St. Louis, MO 63144

Experience: At least 1-2 years of work in an analytical role with proven and tangible results.
Required Skills: Exceptional skillset in Excel and Power Point. Strong math and statistical
accumen, basic business financial acumen. Ability to pull and parse data from multiple data
sets and systems. Ability to properly communicate and explain insights in digestible layman’s
terms. Ability to develop clear action items that can be subsequently measured.
Bonus Skills: Experience with SQL. Lean Six Sigma certification. Inventory Management.
Attitude Requirements: Someone who can quickly learn and adapt on their own. Someone
who craves constant challenges. Someone who wants to be a part of a growing team that is
doing excellent work. Someone that believes in themselves.

If you are a driven and skilled individual who loves business, who loves challenges, who wants to
be a part of team, and who strongly believes in themselves, then we encourage you to apply for
this role.

We will only be reviewing candidates who apply online via our own website. Please provide a
resume and at least one paragraph explaining why you would be a good fit for this job.
This post is just a medium to funnel you through the front door.
**PLEASE APPLY ONLINE AT https://www.fp-supply.com/forest-products-careers.html **
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